Year 5 Horowitz.

English
I’d like you to be doing yellow spellings but there are other options. You know what words
are suitable for you.
Spellings

Look

Cover

Write

Check

Here are 5 tasks I would like you to complete. I recommend you do one a day; however,
please do the work as you see fit.
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Task 1 -To distinguish between facts and opinions

Write a fact about a dolphin:
Write an opinion about a dolphin:

Write a fact about wood:
Write an opinion about wood:

Write a fact about happiness:
Write an opinion about happiness:

Create a quiz for someone at home. Write down 5 facts about yourself and 5
opinions of yours. Test an adult to see if they can guess which are facts and
which are opinions. (Feel free to do more!)

E.g.
I am a teacher… fact
Swansea City football team are the best… (a correct) opinion

Quiz someone at home and then let your teacher know how they did.
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Task 2 - To plan and conduct an interview

Interview an adult with a story to tell.

Your biography does not have to start at the beginning of your family member's life. Review your research
and pick the most intriguing fact that you've uncovered. While a general biography often calls for a
chronological focus, some stories require a more specific angle. Turn your research into a timeline that
includes dates, ages, events, locations and supporting documents. The timeline will help you to put the
subject's life into context. Look for interesting information, such as a person's interesting job or his
involvement in historical events.
Use the following table to help you. You can send it via the dojo or complete on paper. The brackets give
you some ideas to get started but think of your own!
Who are you interviewing?
Introduction: (Age, where they were born, who
were their parents)

Childhood: (School, what did they like doing, who
were their friends)

Teenage years: (Secondary school, how did they
change, did they have any jobs)

Adult: (What jobs did they have, did they want a
career, what happened when they had children?)
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Task 3 Reading lesson
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zn8bgwx

Follow the link above to “To be a Cat” by Matt Haig and read by England Rugby star Maro
Itoje.

There are 3 separate activities there for you to do. You can send it to me on the dojo or
complete on paper.
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Task 4/5- To write a biography of a family member

(You may wish to write it first and then the next day, check and edit.)
Write a biography about your chosen person. Begin by providing a little background
information. In the introduction begin by sharing why you chose this person, or what the
person has accomplished in this life. Then briefly give background information on his
childhood and the important events in his life.
Proofread your biography before you submit it. Reading aloud can help you catch any
errors you may have made. If it is someone you interviewed, allow him /her to read the
paper as well.
On the next two pages, you can find an example of a biography based on Mary Seacole. For
the full version, including different parts of grammar, visit:
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-e-3133-y5-information-text-biography-example-text
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